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The Blessings And Bling: How Faith And Fashion Helped Me Survive Breast Cancer
**Synopsis**

Sometimes our greatest blessings come from the most unexpected places. If you're facing a difficult life situation—including a cancer diagnosis—you may be searching for a way to get through the day. Blessings and Bling gives an upbeat take on a serious matter and shares real-world tips for helping you cope. Author Sheron Patterson uses her story to help others facing some of life’s toughest challenges. In the book you will: Find inspiration Get practical tips for dealing with life-changing diagnosis Learn to live in the movement Find purpose in your pain Realize that God has not abandoned you When Sheron Patterson put off a shopping trip to drop by a medical center for her annual breast exam, she thought she'd be in and out and back to her shopping. But when the results came back positive for cancer, she was stunned. That diagnosis eventually produced a life’s work focused on helping others face challenges. Bling—fashion—helped Patterson face her cancer head-on. From the depths of despair surrounding her diagnosis to a heart filled with a gratitude as she looks back on her journey, she tells the story of Blessings and Bling to help you see hope.
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